88 cavalier

Although economy cars of yesterday fail to hold a candle to what your bottom-dollar vehicles
can do today, there are still examples of entry level models that were decent performers once
gussied up by the factory. Even better, this one jas just 19, miles from new on the clock. The
seller claims that this Z24 was bought new by his family, and it sounds like it was a gift from his
parents. Despite a few different names on the title docs, the Z24 has been in the same family the
entire time, and appears like the time capsule he says it is. The Z24 packed ground effects and
unique alloy wheels into the package, along with custom badging. The Z24 models came
standard with a 2. The seller is quite enthusiast about the vehicle, noting that its value is likely
to only go up and that the Z24 would be equally at home in a collection as it would performing
as a daily driver. The worst demerit I can give the car is that blasted automatic transmission. I
believe this Cavalier has been for sale more than once, and other than potentially an unrealistic
reserve price, the lack of a stick shift is likely holding this one back from a sale. That car is
beautiful. These were the cars everyone wanted back in the day. I would like to buy it to relive
my youth. I am having a hard time believing a 17 year old did not drive this more than a couple
thousand miles before parking it. Put on a quarter mile at a time. Both are well below 30,
milesâ€¦.. Think Twice! This car was up for auction before and it looks great but the tires had me
scratching my head. Both front tires are different brands. And then there are Firehawks in the
back. I was thinking if only 19K why are they different? Might understand one being an odd ball
due to a nail or something like that but it just doesnt feel right to me. Figured it was better to get
some use out of them before flat spots appeared but i dont think that is the case here. Oh no!
Another trailer queen! The car belonged to one of my managers at the restaraunt where I
worked at the time. Just thought her asking price of 3K was too much for a car that needed a
new top and interior work. I saw a sharp Z24 convertible last week. Same as this one,
white,silver, with same wheels. VGC, older couple driving it. Heck I liked the square 1rst gen of
the Z Truth be told, there were tons sold. They served a purpose during a time of need. Right
here and nowâ€¦what could you do with it? When those odometers start to roll over the digits
roll up like that. My 88 Chevy truck does the same thing. I had a white Z It was a fun car. I drove
it for , miles. The only money I spent on it was for regular maintenance and three sets of tires. I
wanted to get to , miles with it but the trans went bad and the unibody was so rusted the car
was ready to collapse into a pile of rust. Yes Mark. When these cars were popular, it was
nothing for a repair shop here in Winter Haven to rip off the customer any chance they got.
There is one shop in particular that comes to mind. It was across the street from the Taco Bell
where I worked. A lot of these cars went to the crusher as a result of crooked practices carried
out by mechanics here in Polk County Florida. I find just the opposite here in polk county, the
industry is not regulated at all. Anybody can call themselves a mechanic and shops and
dealerships can charge whatever they want and hire any dude with a few tools. Lots of hacks
around here. I test drove a Z24 back in Realized that it was a potential ticket magnet for an 18 yo
kid. Every time I see a z24, it reminds me of this girl I once datedâ€¦.. Moral of the storyâ€¦. LOL
perfect hilarious story, I Own a 93 and an Beautiful Rare car regardless. I had one of these as a
kid. Same year as this but black. I never had any problems in the snow. I delivered pizza in it
and racked up the miles. Young and dumb. The first car I bought the oldest Son in was a Z24,
bought it off of a Lady that was good friends of Mom and Dads. Dad had even worked on the car
after a couple of Wal-Mart Parking Lot accident. I knew the car and knew what it was worth, gave
her a good price we were both happy with. The car showed 34K on it and the boy drove it until
he got out of college and he traded it in on a used pickup. Car had a little over K when he was
done with it and it was still in descent shape. I had a friend whose girlfriend had a newer Z24
with the 3. He used to rag the hell out of it! He straightened a curve out one night after a few
beers, ran the car off into a ravine. He walked back to the party I was at and we used my 82 c1
and some chain to pull it out. He took off as soon as I got the chain loose, dragging an old
innerspring mattress down the road, sparks flyingâ€¦. The Zs here in Mexico actually had the
Pontiac Sunbird front end on them and some even have the Sunbird tail lights but luckily they
have the Cavalier dash board in them. They are neat little cars. All of the Cavaliers sold here had
the V6 in them which always seemed kind of odd. The guy has been trying to sell this for
months now! Even in cherry condition they are still not bringing much on the market. Note the
mismatched tires front and rear. This car appears to be in excellent shape. I had a first gen z24
that I drove for years, until my teenage son rolled it. I was driving nearly 60 miles one way to
work at the time. Just do a through inspection. I had a Cavalier back in the day, for about 6
months. Back when these came out they were cool. I owned a Sunbird LE 3. It was quick for
what it was. After a degree thermostat, 2. Not the fastest thing but it was fun. Don't post your car
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